
 Skill Section 
 
Preface 
Participants, instructors and assessors should take note of the conditions as laid down in the Award 
Handbook. 
 
This programme is for guidance and is not to be taken as a rigid syllabus.  To indicate the content 
appropriate to young people with varying degrees of knowledge and experience, it is arranged under 
three headings:  'For beginners',  'For those with some knowledge', and  'For the more 
advanced', and participants are free to select as broad or as restricted an aspect of this skill as they 
wish, but appropriate social and cultural aspects are to be covered. 
 
 READING 
 
General 
 
The attainment of participants should be assessed in relation to their capabilities, educational 
background and previous reading experience.  Assessors should therefore know them well enough 
to understand their approach and responses to projects and to judge their attainments. While school 
studies can be used as a background, specific work undertaken as part of academic curriculum time 
or work time cannot be considered for assessment.  Programmes undertaken should show evidence 
of how literature has conveyed ideas, beliefs and attitudes, which reflect their times and influence 
human thought. 
 
For beginners 
 
1 Select books with a type of subject that they would like to explore.  This may be fact or fiction, 

books on travel, historical novels, books on nature, family sagas, books which tell the life-
story of discoverers, soldiers, sportsmen, pioneers, etc.  Read at least three books in one 
such group. 

 
2 With the aid of local librarians, make research into the lives of any of the authors and/or of 

people connected with the subject of one of the books.   Present a brief account of these 
lives. 

 
3 Trace the history of any of the books which have been made into a film, play or television 

feature or which have inspired painters or other writers, or suggest why one or more of the 
books might be adapted as a film, play or television programme. 

 
For those with some knowledge 
 
1 Select a contemporary or historical theme arising out of personal or topical interest. In either 

case the other aspect should be studied, e.g. novel of the Great Plague could lead to 
investigations of parish records and to a study of preventive measures taken against infection 
in the modern world. 

 
2 Find a biography of a person connected with the theme, and study the work s/he has done. 
 
3 Search out material from persons and places which will help to widen a knowledge of the 

theme, e.g. museums, art galleries, government offices, etc. 
 
4 Search out any poetry, essays, articles and diaries that touch upon the theme. 



 Skill Section 
 
For the more advanced 
 
1 General Aims 
 It is hoped that the programme for beginners and those with some knowledge will have 

encouraged young people to discover facts and will have brought about a widening and 
deepening of their interests.   More advanced work in this section should develop the ability 
to judge the value of a book's contents, and understanding and appreciation of literary quality 
or style. 

 
2 Selection of a Theme 
 The impetus here may come from an interest in an author whose life or writings have 

stimulated participants, or from some general theme which has aroused their curiosity but 
about which they have read very little.  Possible subjects might be:  Map-making, Flight, 
Utopias, Satire, Fashion, Biography, Gypsies and Tramps. 

 a) If an author has been chosen: 
  (i) A wide selection of his/her most representative works should be read. 

(ii) She/he should be compared with a writer of an earlier or later age, whose 
works deal with similar subjects.   Some assessment should be made of the 
influence of environment and social conditions on the attitude of the writer, 
and of what aspects of their style are typical of their periods. 

 
 b) If a subject has been the starting point: 

A history of its development and treatment in writings should be studied and reported 
upon. 
 

3 Other writers and creators who have used different forms but who have dealt with similar 
subjects as those of the selected author or theme should be traced, e.g. poets, diarists, 
painters, sculptors, essayists and writers of articles in the daily press or periodicals, radio and 
television speakers. 

 
4 With both themes - whether author or subject orientated - places connected with the writings 

should be visited.   If this is impossible, photographs, paintings and maps should be 
consulted so that young people may feel they have seen or at least been familiar with what 
the authors have seen and known. 

 
5 Similarly with both themes, representative editions of the outstanding works read should be 

sought and their bindings, general production and illustrations studied and noted.   For those 
particularly interested in this aspect of study of the history of printing, binding and illustrating 
might be attempted. 

 
6 Suggestions for planning a library, which the individual would like in the home, could be 

made.  Reasons for the choice of books should be given. 
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